Colour centres in diamond have emerged as versatile tools for solid-state quantum technologies ranging from quantum information to metrology, where the nitrogen-vacancy centre is the most studied to-date. Recently, this toolbox has expanded to include novel colour centres to realize more efficient spinphoton quantum interfaces. Of these, the silicon-vacancy centre stands out with highly desirable photonic properties. The challenge for utilising this centre is to realise the hitherto elusive optical access to its electronic spin.
both charge states. Here we report the direct accessing and spin-selective population of the negatively charged SiV centre excited states, achieved via resonant excitation and fluorescence under a magnetic field. In low-strain bulk diamond spin-selective excitation under finite magnetic field reveals a spin purity approaching unity in the excited state. We also investigate the effect of strain on the centres in nanodiamonds and discuss how spin selectivity in the excited state remains accessible in this regime.
Results

Characterisation of the SiV
-centre in a magnetic field. The silicon-vacancy centre in diamond consists of a silicon atom and a vacancy in a split vacancy configuration [28] [29] [30] , replacing two neighbouring carbon atoms in a diamond matrix along the ˂111>
axes [see Fig. 1 (a) inset]. The substitutional silicon atom relaxes to the middle of the two lattice sites creating an inversion symmetric complex [29, 31] . A total of 10 electrons are associated with this centre, as can be counted from the SiV structure in We study two types of samples containing SiV -centres: A diamond film grown homoepitaxially via chemical vapour deposition (CVD) on a HPHT bulk diamond [32] and CVD-grown diamond nanocrystals on an Ir substrate [23] . The former offers a relatively homogeneous low-strain environment preserving the intrinsic symmetry of the centre. On the other hand, the latter, from which the SiV -fluorescence can be extracted with high efficiency [24] , provides a strained environment modifying the emission properties from centre to centre [24, 32] .
At cryogenic temperatures, the photoluminescence spectrum of the zero-phonon line reveals a characteristic fine structure composed of four transitions around 737 nm, as displayed in Fig. 1 (a) (transitions labelled from A to D). This spectral signature originates from the doubly split ground and excited states shown in Fig. 1 (b) [33, 34 ].
An applied magnetic field further lifts any degeneracies of these four transitions, as can be seen in Fig. 1 (c) for a single SiV -centre in a nanocrystal (blue spectrum), and for an ensemble of SiV -centres in bulk diamond (red spectrum). Common to both spectra is the measured quadruplet splitting in the optical transitions, which is consistent with an energy level scheme based on spin-1/2 ground and excited states
[ Fig. 1 (d) ] [35] . Theoretical analysis based on density functional theory (DFT) [28] , as confirmed by a recent ab initio study [36] , has determined a D3d symmetry for the SiV -centre and assigned the optical ground and excited states to Eg and Eu states, respectively. The system can then be described by a Hamiltonian comprising orbital and spin Zeeman terms, the Jahn-Teller effect, which partially lifts the orbital degeneracies and a spin-orbit coupling term (L·S [31] , providing an inherent quantization axis along the <111> directions but leaving the spin as a good quantum number analogous to the NV -centres [37] . The degree of spin mixing introduced by the Jahn-Teller and Zeeman parts of the Hamiltonian can be quantified by defining spin purity as the probability of finding a state in one given spin projection ms = ± 1/2 only.
Resonance Fluorescence at 0 T. Resonance fluorescence through state-selective excitation is a powerful tool to reveal the internal structure of quantum emitters. We first study an ensemble of SiV -centres in a low-strain bulk diamond at 0 T. is only an order of magnitude above the radiatively broadened limit (~100 MHz) [22, 33] which should be reachable straightforwardly using impurity-free diamond substrates, as was shown for NV centres [38] . This linewidth also marks the minimum Zeeman splitting needed to resolve spin sublevels spectrally under resonant excitation.
Spin-tagged resonance fluorescence of unstrained SiV -under a magnetic field.
Applying a magnetic field of 4 T to the ensemble of SiV -centres in bulk diamond allows us to address excited states with a given spin orientation selectively. First, we drive the transition labelled A2 (See Supplementary Figure S2 ) to populate a Zeeman sublevel of the upper branch of the excited state, expected theoretically to be a spin-up projection, as shown in Fig. 3 (a) [31] . The resulting spectrum, shown in Fig. 3 Fig. 3(d) ]. The resulting spectrum, shown in Fig. 3 (e) (blue shaded curve), is strongly anti-correlated with that in Fig. 3(b) , and the sum of the two spectra produces the full spectrum observed under non-resonant excitation [ Fig. 3(c) ]. The spectra in Figs Figure S3 ) the spin-orbit coupling strength in the excited state is still dominant and the spin-projection sublevel in the higher lying excited state sustains a spin purity of 97% [31] , which agrees well with the 4.1% ± 1.2 % overlap between the two anti-correlated spectra of Fig. 3 (See Methods and Supplementary Figure S4 ). On the other hand, the spin-orbit coupling strength in the ground state is comparable to the off-axis contributions of the Zeeman Hamiltonian (at 4T) resulting in a degree of spin purity ranging from 50% to 80% for the ground-state branches [31] . This effective spin mixing gives rise to finite intensity in all optical transitions starting from a given excited state. . While the transitions B1 -B4, originating directly from the higherlying branch of the excited state, still exhibit a high degree of spin selectivity (hence spin purity), the transitions C1 -D4, which originate from the lower branch after a relaxation step, do not display such spin selectivity. This breakdown is induced by the strong strain field not oriented with the symmetry axis of the centre. This can be understood based on the model presented in Ref. [31] , where an additional term for the strain perturbation is added to the total Hamiltonian to account for the strain field in the nanodiamonds (not discussed here). .
Spin
Bypassing the inter-branch relaxation mechanism by directly populating a spin sublevel of the lower branch, allows us to access the degree of spin purity in this branch. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 (c) for the case of populating the spin-up sublevel. Phononassisted excitation to the upper branch is strongly suppressed at 4 K due to the large energy difference between the two branches for this centre. In the resulting spectra, shown in Fig. 4(d) , the transitions resonantly populating spin-up and spin-down sublevels are indicated by blue and red arrows, respectively. Under these conditions, the contrast between fluorescence intensity originating from the two spin orientations (red and blue filled curves) is recovered to above 90%. This evidences high spin purity within both excited state branches. Therefore, by selecting the driven transitions, spinselective optical access to SiV -centres can be achieved in strained nanodiamonds as well as low-strain bulk diamond. initialization and readout will be within reach for the realization of a highly efficient spinphoton quantum interface.
Methods
Sample fabrication. The ensemble of SiV -centres in bulk was grown using a hot- For this analysis, we restrict ourselves to intensities in transitions C1 to D4, originating from the lower-lying excited state. This is to exclude contributions from the excitation laser. Visual inspection of the spectra in Supplementary Figure S4 (red curve for driving transition A2 and blue curve when driving transition B3) shows that when populating the spin down excited states (red spectrum), contributions to transitions originating from spin up excited states are within the noise of the spectrum. In contrast, when populating the spin up excited states (blue spectrum), a finite contribution into the "forbidden" transition C2 is visible. We use this intensity to estimate the branching ratio of the relaxation mechanism in the excited state.
We now consider the blue spectrum in Supplementary Fig. S4 . According to Fermi's golden rule, the transition rate for a specific transition is given by  = 2/ħ i|<-
, where ħ is Planck's constant, i is the probability of finding the system in the excited state at the origin of the transition, i is the electronic wavefunction of the excited state, D is the dipole operator and f is the electronic wavefunction in the ground state. If we assume that the dipole matrix element is constant for all transitions, then the transition rates become proportional to the populations i in the excited state and give access to the branching ratios between the two spin states. This assumption is not entirely accurate, but since C2 is always the brightest transition under nonresonant excitation, the transition matrix element will be larger, and the branching ratio will be overestimated when considering the blue spectrum and therefore give a lower limit of spin conservation.
Focusing on the blue spectrum for the spin down transitions, the transitions can be fitted with a series of 5 Lorentzians (blue shaded curve in Supplementary Figure S4 ): 4 for the "allowed" transitions C1, D1, C3 and D3, and one for the "forbidden" transition C2. The other "forbidden" transitions are too weak to be considered. The intensity ratio between transition C2 and the total emission into the five transitions is 3 ± 1.2 %. The additional error made by neglecting the intensities into the forbidden transitions D2, C4
and D4 can be calculated by considering the respective intensities in the red spectrum.
A Lorentzian fit of the 4 visible transitions reveals that transition C2 constitutes 73.2 ± 0.9 % of the total red spectrum. Therefore, the branching ratio between transitions C2, D2, C4, D4 (the forbidden ones) and transitions C1, D1, C3 and D3 is 4.1 ± 1.2 %, confirming the strong spin conservation of the relaxation mechanism in the excited state for centres in bulk diamond. are not co-polarised, and selecting any particular polarisation will lead to an intensity ratio between the transitions, characteristic for this polarisation. For the resonance fluorescence measurements, the polariser in the detection path (crossed with that in the excitation path) was set to 160 ± 10 degrees (highlighted by the red box), giving rise to the intensity distribution in Fig. 2 (b) in the main text. This intensity distribution is therefore not due to any optical pumping or changing selection rules, but purely due to the polarisation choice fixed by the excitation laser suppression angle.
